Beware of the Cat

Introduction
Beware of the Cat is a short story about our sweet little cat called Maisie. I’ve asked her to
comment on the contents – but she just purrs and gives me an occasional “Me-ow” especially
at 5 pm. So I think that is good enough feedback to be going on with.
The title “Beware of the Cat,” does not mean that she is very accomplished at home security,
although we do have her picture on the front door as a notice to all visitors as a warning,
but beware…
… she might just steal your heart.
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Chapter 1

Cat Conception
When you think of a good reason for not doing something, you’d better make sure it’s water
tight. For years they had been asking me “Can we have a dog, Dad?” With repeated pleading
I had to stand firm. With us (Mum and Dad) both at work and the rest of the Brown family at
school, it would not be fair for a dog to be left on its own all day. The pressure continued but
the reason for saying no held much weight and we remained dogless. Twitchy and Smudgy,
the two rabbit girls and Oreo the hamster would just have to suffice in terms of pet population
in the Brown household.
And then it happened. I (Dad) decided that I would like to take early retirement. It had a
number of benefits. For example we would not need a child minder anymore – I would be
able to spend more time with my three adorable children; Matthew, Emma and Katy. I would
be able to try my hand at being an author. I self-published my first ever book; a science
fiction novel called Transapient where humans can upload their mind to create sentient
beings. I could have a nice relaxing time …
“But wait a minute,” I heard someone say accusingly. “You said that you would get a dog
when you retired.” The previous reason for retaining a dog free home had evaporated when I
took early retirement. The pressure was on again, and the pack of children could smell the
winds of change in the air. Or was it just their Dad panicking? Even Mum joined the ranks of
the protestors, endorsing the children’s case for the addition of more pattering feet. I could
see all my spare time disappearing as my profession would gradually evolve into a full time
child and Zoo keeper. I remained resolute however, as the demands persisted and the excuses
were running dry.
When they realized that I definitely did not want to look after a dog, someone proposed the
alternative possibility of a cat. Hmm, a cat, now fancy that. Let’s just consider this for a
moment. Cats are quite independent pets aren’t they?
Mum had fond memories of her childhood cat called Mickey, and I could see that this just
might be feasible.
After Sunday dinner when I thought I would
be able to sit quietly to slowly digest the
roast dinner, the cat debate reared its head
once more, with mutual encouragement
creating spiralling positive feedback. The
idea was gaining traction among the Brown
household. There remained just one stubborn
person to be won over.
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Then the legal department’s official legislative author (Katy) sprang into action and with
various prompts for additional clauses from the ad hoc cat committee, quickly drafted a
binding agreement for all parties to sign. Four signatures were added in quick succession.
There was only one signature left to ratify the agreement. I looked at the imploring faces and
read the list of offers on the table. How could I deny them? How could I believe the
promises? To their shock and amazement I took the pen and slowly added my signature to the
binding document. When the realisation finally sank in, there was much wild celebration and
I too was relieved that a decision had finally been made.

Transcript: To the best daddy in the world, [an agreeable start]






We promise we will clean our rooms and put our snacks in the bin [technically it is
the wrappers I am more concerned about, but the intention sounds honourable, so go
on what else?].
Katy won’t cry for 2 weeks or get angry [I think Matthew put this clause in].
Matthew will do an oath [this is getting serious!] and won’t hert Katy [glad to hear
that one made it to the statute book – I think that is Katy’s contribution].
We will take care of the cat and won’t let daddy do anything unless he wants to [this
sounds unbelievable!].

Matthew

Emma

Katy

Mummy

Daddy [the “best”, remember!]

I quickly made several copies of the agreement, just in case there were any legal disputes or
contractual violations down the line.
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Chapter 2

Finding Maisie
No time for cat napping; it was time to put the cat acquisition plan into action.
Even though I was last on the list of signatures, once the decision had been made I was all in
favour of helping out in the selection process. A quick search of local possibilities revealed
Chelmsford Cats Protection, which was situated less than a mile away. I volunteered to go on
a scouting expedition to see if there were any suitable young cats we could adopt. I had a
good look around all the cats in need of a home and I must admit that I was quite taken with
an elderly 15 year old cat called Fluffy. Some young cats had just arrived but needed to go
through a number of checks before becoming available for
adoption.
When I returned home I did a quick search on-line and found
PussyCat Lodge Trust Cat and Kitten Rescue Centre based near
Romford, and among the various cats listed, a 13 week old cat
called Macey caught my eye. Everyone else in the Brown
household thought she looked ideal too, so I made the telephone
enquiry to see if she was still available. The lady sounded quite
serious to begin with and asked some probing questions about our
domestic arrangements; but when she found that I would be at
home most of the time she was more than happy for us to come
for a visit.
An earlier on-line note about Macey mentioned that she got on very well with another cat at
PussyCat Lodge and that they would ideally be kept together. Two cats had not been
considered beforehand, but it was not out of the question. However, a later on-line note about
Macey did not include any mention of the other cat.
And so, just in case, I secretly stowed a second pet carrier in the boot, which we had
previously used to transport our two rabbit girls, Twitchy and Smudgy back and forth for vet
visits. We did not want to raise any hopes about a second cat to Matthew, Emma and Katy
who were already having kittens with the anticipation of seeing Macey.
We set off on a cold February morning, pet carriers at the ready, and everyone asking if we
would be able to take her home straight away. “Are we there yet?” came the impatient
queries from the back seat. The sat-nav did its remarkably useful job and directed us to the
house where Macey was being cared for.
We trooped in and were soon introduced to a number of cats sharing an enclosure, including
our prospective cat Macey. She was a small black and white cat just like the classic ‘Felix’
character. Born on 20th October 2016, she was 13 weeks old, house trained, vaccinated,
chipped and ready to go.
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While we discussed her details with the ladies who looked after the cats, Emma took this
rather fetching image enhanced snap of Macey who was wondering what was going on.
There was no way we could not take Macey
home – and in fact we liked the name with
just a small adjustment in spelling which
hopefully she would be unaware of. And so it
was that Maisie became the latest addition to
the Brown household.
She was placed in the pet carrier and we were
kindly provided an absorbent liner – just in
case - along with a handful of Sainsbury’s
kitten food pouches to keep her going for the
first few days.
After all the paper work had been completed
we bid our farewells, and made our way back
to the car for the return trip to Maisie’s new
home.
But Maisie did not know this of course and the scary car journey home was not at all to her
liking. With mournful meows that continued for much of the journey, the distress of her
situation was being felt by everyone else, who in turn tried to make reassuring sounds. Maisie
sat in the pet carrier on Matthew’s lap wondering what on earth was going on. Half way
along the northbound A12, a rather nasty smell was detected, and this time it wasn’t me! Poor
Matthew had to endure high intensity odours emanating from the pet carrier on his lap and for
once I also asked the question urgently: “Are we there yet?”
After what seemed like an eternal
journey we eventually arrived home
and brought Maisie into the living
room. This would be her living area to
begin with – and we had already
constructed a cat house especially for
her, adapted from a Tesco’s Hash
Brown cardboard box. When she was
released from captivity, this was the
first place she went to, the nearest
place she could hide away.
After a few moments she timidly
stepped out, her natural curiosity
overcoming the earlier apprehension.
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Chapter 3

Finding Maisie (again)
Maisie was soon exploring every
hidey hole she could find; under
Mum’s desk, behind the book
case, no place was left
unexplored.
It was Sunday and I was making
a Sunday roast dinner to
celebrate the new addition to the
family. “Keep the living room
door shut,” I urged, knowing that
a Maisie on the loose could end
up hidden anywhere in the house.
I carried on with the usual household chores – trying to get all the food to be ready at the
same time, putting the rubbish out via the back door, you know the sort of thing.

The lady from Pussycat Lodge phoned to see how Maisie was settling in. As far as I knew
Maisie was still in the living room exploring her new world and so I put the Lady’s mind at
rest; yes, everything was fine – apart from the distressing journey home, oh, and the smell she
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managed to make on the way back. But apart from that, yes, all was tickety-boo. I ended the
call with promises to send some pictures to keep them up to date with her progress, and
returned to the domestic chores in hand.
Then I heard someone say “Maisie’s not in the living room!”
“But I thought I said to keep the door closed,” I said trying to remember how long the roast
potatoes needed. A frantic search of the living room was made with no sign of the
disappearing cat. “I don’t believe it,” I said in a voice not dissimilar to that of Victor
Meldrew. “We have only had her for a few hours and she is already lost!”
The search was widened to the rest of the house; under the stairs, in cupboards, under beds, in
every nook and cranny that might be alluring to a tiny cat. Then I had a further worrying
thought. Maybe she had slipped out of the back door when I took the rubbish out. “Oh no!”
The lady at PussyCat Lodge had only just told me not to let her out for at least ten weeks,
especially at night, otherwise she could well end up as a fox’s dinner
The search was hastily widened even further with Matthew peering under cars down the
street, everyone searching near and far, but all in vain; she had vanished. The roast dinner
was nearing its eat-by time and with a heavy heart, I served up the food which would not go
down too easily with a missing defenceless kitten hanging over us.
Meanwhile, Emma was in the living room taking a seat following the fruitless search, when
she heard an unexpected noise from behind the sofa. A doll’s house was tucked behind the
sofa with a small front door.

Inside the doll’s house, curled up and squeezed into one of the downstairs rooms was a
dozing PussyCat Lodge pussycat – it was missing Maisie! She had been there all the time
oblivious to the resulting turmoil in the Brown household and neighbourhood.
The timing was a relief; we could now enjoy our Sunday meal with the living room door
firmly closed. Losing a cat after a few hours would have been hard to explain to the PussyCat
Lodge lady.
Security arrangements were subsequently tightened – the hallway would act as a security
barrier to the outside world – the front door should never be opened unless the living room
door was closed.
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Maisie continued her exploration of her environment and was soon getting into places which
were not ideal. Behind the TV was a prime example of where she should not be, but was
somehow drawn to. I arranged sets of heavy books around and under the TV, in an attempt to
block access to this area with limited success. Maisie soon found ways to climb up and over
obstacles, and then it would take some time to retrieve her from the no-go area.

I was starting to get a bit worried about what she might get up to at night, and despite Mum’s
pleas not to do it – or was it to do it? - I decided to sleep on the living room couch for the first
few nights. It was not the best way to get a night’s sleep. Maisie would often want to play,
and jump on shelves here and there, inspecting anything that looked remotely interesting.
When she had finished exploring she would then jump on me as I tried to doze – she assumed
that my leg under the blanket must be a small animal that needed catching – ouch – Maisie!
In the morning there was no need for an alarm to wake me up. Maisie had clearly decided to
adopt me, deciding that what I really needed first thing in the morning was a good cat licking.
I awoke to feel Maisie’s rough tongue grooming my hair. When I realised it was not the wife
dreaming that she was eating candyfloss, I opened one bleary eye and croaked “Good
morning Maisie!”
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Chapter 4

Scat Cat
Maisie gradually settled in to her new home, and being a young cat had bags of energy. She
would often have a ‘mad half hour’, when she would tear around the living room, leaping
from one piece of furniture to the next in single bounds.
This unpredictability, however, did not go down to well with Emma and Katy who became
very wary of what Maisie might do next. Even Matthew cracked one day during one of
Maisie’s mad moments. I think Maisie must have detected Matthew’s fear and now saw him
as legitimate prey, which could be hunted around the living room. Matthew’s squeals brought
Mum running into the living room to try and prevent her first born son becoming Whiskas
substitute. And so, caught in that moment of an unlikely food chain, we have the image of the
three of them running around the living room in circles; a hunted Matthew trying desperately
to outpace a speedy scat cat pursuing her prey excitedly, herself oblivious to being hotly
pursued by Mum trying to rescue the situation. The ring of frantic runners (Matthew, Maisie
and Mum) would have made instant internet viral footage, if only someone had been around
to film the episode. Luckily for Matthew, we only have eyewitness accounts from Mum to
visualise the amusing scene.
Maisie’s wildness in these early days meant that she was now mostly isolated from the girls.
The living room, which had previously been a popular
place for communing (oh, all right, that is sitting together
watching TV or interacting on a device to hand), now
became Maisie’s den and only the fearless or the brave
but fearful would enter.
It was not quite what we had in mind. The original vision
was that Maisie would sit quietly on someone’s lap while
watching TV or reading a book.
Maisie found her first taste of TV a bit confusing. What
were these people doing in her living room? Anyone on
the screen gesticulating with their hands must be teasing
her and she would often paw at the hands which appeared
then disappeared during political interviews. This would
then set her off on a wild dash around the living room once more, peering occasionally
around the side of a chair to see if Andrew Neil was chasing her.
Even Mum seemed to come under attack sometimes. I’m sure she was only playing, but she
did leave the odd mark on Mum’s arm. For some reason, she never laid a paw on me, but she
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did enjoy using me as a tree, climbing up my outstretched arm, across my back and then
down the other arm to continue with the cat acrobatics.
And so it continued. The Maisie bombshell had splintered the family into separate rooms –
this was not supposed to happen until adolescence!
After a while we decided to let Maisie into the hall – security arrangements were extended to
not only keep Maisie indoors, but also isolated from the girls. This meant patrolling all doors
throughout the house and calling out Maisie-alert declarations to avoid inadvertent
interaction. It was not looking good. How could we go on like this? Had we made a mistake?
After a few more days and security
breaches Maisie had found her way to
the kitchen and dining area, and
worryingly a bit closer to the hamster
than we would like. Maisie’s curiosity
led her to explore all around the
house; under beds, in airing
cupboards, and from now on it was
important to check the washing
basket.
It was becoming increasingly difficult to isolate Maisie from the apprehensive members of
the Brown household, but very
gradually her presence became
tolerated.
She was even beginning to help
mum with her work on the laptop,
making
perceptive
clinical
judgements and diagnoses, as well as
providing prescriptive remedial
suggestions.
Yes, one paw step at a time she was
finding her way into domestic life.
She still had her mad moments – but these were usually confined to the privacy of her living
room. We soon learned to keep still as any movement could be interpreted as a legitimate
target for attack. We still wondered if we had done the right – but we were past the point of
no return – Maisie was with us for better or for worse – where have I heard that phrase
before?
Even Dad was now allowed to sleep in his own bed and just when we thought that the
luxurious cat basket would never be used, we were pleased to see that she had now
discovered just how comfortable the fur lining was.
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Maisie was well and truly settling in.
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Chapter 5

Outdoor Adventures
Maisie was now five months old and it was time to introduce her to the great outdoors. Up
until then she had just observed this large open space from the comfort of a bay window; her
eyes darting about following the trajectory of unsuspecting birds flying around in our front
garden.
Rather than let her find her own way
outside, Maisie was introduced to the
outside world under close supervision. A
cat harness from Pets-at-Home provided
the necessary restraint from roaming too
far.
To begin with this strange new place
was a bit frightening and Maisie would
cower and creep around the garden very
warily. After a couple of weeks of this it
was finally time to let her loose,
untethered and free to explore her extended territory. Her very first tentative steps outside
were to head for the shelter of a small bush.
She probably felt a bit safer hiding here, but curiosity soon got the better of her once more as
she began to explore the back
garden. There were all manner of
new smells to take in and objects to
chase after. Up until then she had
just watched excitedly through the
windows as leaves moved around
the garden as if they were small
animals scurrying around the patio;
to Maisie they were there to be
chased.
It was not long before she
discovered that she was not the
only pet in the back garden. Two
cat sized creatures were looking
out of their hutch at the new
arrival.
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Twitchy and Smudgy had been cat free since their arrival seven years earlier, and the sudden
appearance of this new character was quite a surprise to them. Actually they did have next
door’s ginger cat “Fingers” strolling through the garden occasionally, but they seemed to
ignore each other completely.
Maisie, however, showed a lot of interest in the rabbit girls. They probably felt safe enough
within their hutch, but Maisie sometimes tried to surprise them with sudden dashes to the
hutch, and patting at the bars.

Everything in the garden was explored – and unsuspecting flies would be targeted and
pounced on. Of course she noticed the birds in the trees and would watch with interest to see
if any would come into range.
In the garden there was a very small pond which would often attract birds; they could have a
nice quiet drink in peace… but not anymore. One day I was hanging out the washing with
Maisie sitting next to me in a flower pot, checking that I was pegging it out correctly, when I
noticed a plump pigeon fly down next to the pond with its back to us. Maisie suddenly
became alert, her eyes fixed on the pigeon bobbing down to drink from the pond. She adopted
a crouched position, her rear legs moving up and down – she was like a coiled spring. Even
before I could say “No, Maisie!” she was off, bounding across the grass on silent paws, her
quarry looming before her oblivious to the impending attack. I could only watch from a
distance as Maisie’s outstretched paws went into the pigeons back – her momentum
transferred to the surprised bird which was shoved unceremoniously across the pond.
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Somehow the pigeon flapped in panic into the air, but was quite a bit lower than it would
have liked. It was like watching a wildlife documentary in slow motion; as the pigeon tried to
make its escape flying across the lawn, Maisie jumped in the air, a single paw swung through
the air in attempt to stop that pigeon. Fortunately (for the pigeon) Maisie missed by a matter
of inches and the distraught bird flapped hurriedly away over the hedge.
There were more pigeon encounters to relate. At the bottom of the garden, a very tall hedge
was home to a pigeon’s nest. Here a dedicated pigeon sat on her nest to keep her eggs warm.
As I checked on Maisie’s
whereabouts, I eventually found her
sniffing the pigeon on her nest. The
pigeon’s dedication to her duty
would not be deterred; it sat
motionless on the nest. I decided to
leave them to their strange
encounter, hoping that peace might
break out if left on their own.
Some time later I returned to check
on the situation and found that the
pigeon had flown off. There sitting
on the nest in the pigeons place was
Maisie. She looked at me and I
looked at her shaking my head.
“Come on, Maisie, off you get”, I
urged her.
Reluctantly she left the nest and
made her way along flimsy
branches out of my reach. I am
pleased to report that the eggs in the
nest were not damaged – and
eventually the pigeon returned to the nest.
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Chapter 6

A Caged Cat
And so the exploration of her expanded
territory continued.
In fact Maisie would now often stray into other
animal’s territories. A particular example was
an investigation of the rabbit girl’s hutch.
Maisie’s curiosity would draw her into all sorts
of places.
After she had explored for a few hours she
would return to the house (especially if she was
hungry) and find somewhere comfy for a rest
or cat nap.
The location for this varied from day to day.
She would try to find a warm lap or a seat that
had just been vacated (and was therefore still
warm).
If there was a pair of knees available these
could always be pressed into service as a cat
perch. The owner of the knees would then stroke Maisie making the location even more
agreeable; she would soon be purring her appreciation.
The thing I most liked about Maisie
was that whenever she came in from
outside she would invariably give a
small mew as if to say “Hello”; a
very
sociable
cat,
indeed.
Sometimes this would be more
subtle and her greeting would be
half a blink. According to the
internet when a cat greets another
cat or a person with slow, languid
blinks, it's communicating affection.
Why? Because in the feline world,
closing one’s eyes in the presence of another is the ultimate sign of trust. Apparantly, you can
blink slowly at your cat, and communicate that you are aware of its presence and pose no
threat.
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The holiday season was soon upon us and it was therefore time to decide where Maisie would
spend this time. Some suggested she could stow away in our luggage, but the only practical
solution for us was to find a local cattery. For various reasons we had left it a bit late and
being the peak time in August during the school holidays, the first few options were already
fully booked. Then we found a cattery not too far away, on the way to Stock.

In a few days it was time to pack our bags and Maisie into her pet carrier. To begin with she
was fairly quiet about the situation. But after a few hundred yards down the road in the car
she begin to emit long plaintive protesting wails; she was not happy.
Not far now, we thought, as we made our way along the Stock road trying to calm Maisie
with soothing words of reassurance. Matthew then made the innocent remark that at least she
had not done a pooh; a big mistake. Sure enough soon after this observation, a foul odour
filled the car; Maisie had done her substantial business as the ultimate feline protest. I was
now feeling a bit stressed, and while winding down the windows and trying to find the farm I
slowed the car a bit so that we would not miss it.
A white van loomed in the rear view mirror and then began honking his horn impatiently.
This was the last straw and forgetting that I also had children in the car I’m afraid I uttered an
expletive which cannot be reproduced in writing, just in case my Mum reads this.
A farm had magically appeared and I turned into the drive whilst gesticulating angrily at the
white van man. At the end of a drive was a gate with an intercom. I pressed the button and
after a while I spoke to a man, telling him we had a cat to drop off. He did not say much but
opened the gate remotely. We parked the car as the gate clicked shut behind us.
The pet carrier was quickly taken out of the car into the relatively fresh air. Large dollops of
pooh were on the newspaper, but she had not yet stepped in it. Amid protests from the
children I eased the pet carrier door open and managed to pull out the newspaper and pooh
without releasing Maisie into the wild; a very tricky and sticky manoeuvre.
I looked around; the farm looked deserted; there were no signs of activity anywhere, and
more worryingly no signs of cat enclosures. We found a house and knocked on the door.
Again there was no answer. The only option left was to walk back to the gate and press the
button. The answer that came back from the speaker was a bit disturbing: “We cannot take
your call at the moment, please leave a message after the tone.” Apparently the gate was
controlled remotely by someone somewhere by phone, and if they were not answering, then
we were …
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… trapped!
I paced up and down for a while trying to think of the next step in this unfortunate sequence
of events. I could not think of another step, so I went back to the gate and tried again. This
time, thankfully, the farmer answered, and we soon established that this farm did not have a
cattery (but there was one just down the road) and he kindly opened the gate.
By the time we walked back to the car and drove back, the gate was already closed again. I
reversed back to give the gate enough room to open without smashing into the front of the car
and made yet another call to the farmer, who kindly obliged us once more; at last we were
free!
The next farm down the road did have a cattery, and Maisie was soon looking at her new
surroundings and probably wondering what was going on. Guiltily we departed for our return
trip home without being able to explain to Maisie that we would be back next week to pick
her up.
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Chapter 7

The Great Escape
Maisie had quite an interest in another small furry occupant, who would spend his time
running around his cage or cacooned in sawdust for most of the day. The smallest member of
the Brown household went by the name of Oreo. Actually his original name was Roger, but
this would have been a bit confusing as we already knew a ‘Roger’. He was a friendly little
chap (Oreo, not ‘Roger’) and it was difficult to walk past his cage without giving him a little
treat.
He knew no fear and was oblivious to the escalations in security measure that had occurred
since Maisie’s arrival. Maisie would have loved to invite Oreo out for dinner, but innocent
Oreo would be unaware that he would be the main course on the menu.
And so it happened on one very late night; I had already gone up to bed, but Mrs B was still
pottering about downstairs. Oreo looked up through the bars of his cage and Mrs B could not
resist a good night cuddle. The cage was very spacious – it had three levels for Oreo to
wander around – and at this time he was on the top floor which contained his wheel and
climbing apparatus. Each level also had a door for access, and so Mrs B opened the top floor
door and an eager Oreo climbed out into Mrs B’s welcoming hand.
After a few minutes Mrs B yawned and said goodnight to Oreo, placing him carefully
through the lower floor door and shutting it carefully behind him. Unfortunately Mrs B in her
sleepy state did not check the upper floor door which was left open.
Mrs B crawled into bed and was soon deeply asleep, and muttering to herself in the dark.
Twas not the night before Christmas, when all through the house, a creature was stirring, and
it was not a mouse.
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Four o’clock in the morning is not the best time to be woken up by Mrs B saying “I think
there is something in the room!”
Earlier that night Mrs B had woken to see a light fluffy figure on the floor next to the bed.
Her first thought was that it was Maisie, so she put her hand out to stroke her. But there was
nothing there – was she hallucinating? She shook her head and soon dozed off again.
And then it happened again. That’s very odd – to have the same hallucination again. Mrs B
was now worrying about her state of mind. Then she heard a noise in the bedroom – and this
time it was not Mr B’s nocturnal noises – and so she woke up Mr B who glanced at the clock
in dismay (4 o’clock!). “I can hear noises in the room!” announced Mrs B.
Mr B sighed as Mrs B turned on the light. There on the floor looking up expectantly was little
Oreo. He had managed to leap from his cage, climb the stairs and find our bedroom.
In the morning we reflected on how lucky Oreo had been. He could have ended up anywhere
in the house and then found by Maisie. It was also very fortunate that Maisie had slept on the
living room with the door closed – at least this part of the security protocol had been
effective.
Oreo slept well that day – he had enjoyed his excursion outside his cage and was blissfully
unaware of any danger.
Mrs B was relieved that she had not been hallucinating, and that Oreo survived his adventure.
Maisie was also unaware of what might have been a nocturnal nightmare; she just purred
softly. She was getting on well with the rabbits, and Twitchy did not seem at all worried by
Maisie’s playful nature.
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Chapter 8

High Cat Capers
Maisie was now well and truly one of the family. She strolled around her territory and we
soon found out that she was also strolling around next door’s territory – I’m not sure what
Fingers thought of this.
As with other members of the family
smart Maisie knew what a smart
mobile phone was for. Perhaps she
was texting other cats in the
neighbourhood to see what they
were up to and maybe arranging to
meet up outside their house for the
evening.
She seemed to be very content with
this arrangement and she was free to
come and go, exploring all sorts of
places in the local vicinity.

You never knew where she would turn up
next! For a while she found the radiator
under Katy’s bed very inviting, and then
again Katy’s duvet was also another purrfect
place for her to have a comfortable nap.
Sometimes she would explore the garage and
on several occasions managed to get herself
locked inside leaving us to wonder where
she had got to. Sometimes it would be the
small hours of the morning before we would
eventually try the garage and a small dark
figure would dart out – and not head straight
in doors, but only in her own good time.
Even rattling biscuit boxes would not entice
her in if she was not ready.
Maisie enjoyed climbing, whether it be trees,
fences or roofs, she would find a way up and
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usually a way down. Although we did hear that she got a bit stuck on next door’s roof and
they let her in through the window.
Maisie’s most daring climb to date came when we were having a meal. I looked up through
the window at the rooftop of a house two doors up from us, and there she was, walking along
the apex of the roof. A large crow flew down to investigate her, and fortunately (for Maisie)
flew off again. At first we could not work out how Maisie had climbed up there. It turns out
there is a garage on the other side of their house with a sloping roof, going up to the main
roof.
We were all relieved when she got back down safely.

As already mentioned, Maisie was a bit of a smart cat. She managed to help Matthew with his
GCSE revision and was particularly comfortable with Science.
She had studied gravitational
forces and seemed well aware
that it was not a good idea to
jump from high places.
All that revision is quite tiring
and Maisie insisted that it was
important to sit quietly and
contemplate the wonders of
Science and imagine all the
complex
equations
with
drooping eyelids .. zzzzzz
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The End
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